
THE SOFT MACHINE

The Soft Machine is a novel by American author William S. Burroughs. It was originally composed using the cut-up
technique partly from manuscripts.

On their album, Bundles , a significant musical change occurred with Allan Holdsworth adding guitar as a
prominent melody instrument to the band's sound, sometimes reminiscent of John McLaughlin 's Mahavishnu
Orchestra , setting the album apart from previous Soft Machine albums which had rarely featured guitars. The
second edition has long chapters instead of units cut into small, sometimes half-page sections. The second is
centered more on control and addiction, with the male-female war basically in the background. The changes in
the Calder reissue are fairly significant, though not even close to what we see in the transition from the first to
the second edition. In this edition, Burroughs removed 82 pages and inserted 82 new pages, and the remaining
pages were rearranged and restructured using further cut-ups. This is not to say that the third edition is inferior
to the second or, for that matter, the first. Now, briefly - what is the music like? Twenty pages of new material
had been added, plus about eight pages from the first edition which had been removed in the second edition. It
would be interesting to collect all of the interview statements in which Burroughs discusses what he thinks
about his novels. Retrieved February 5,  It re-formed briefly in and  Dave would like to thank Oliver Harris for
research from his unpublished text Soft Machines,  Hair and ape flesh off in screaming strips. On the Brass
and Copper Street. They were replaced respectively in by John Marshall drums and in by Karl Jenkins reeds,
keyboards , both former members of Ian Carr's Nucleus, for the recording of Six , and the band's sound
developed even more towards jazz fusion. Jenkins era part 1 â€”78 [ edit ] In , after the release of Six, Hopper
left and was replaced by Roy Babbington , another former Nucleus member, who had already contributed
double bass on Fourth and Fifth and took up 6-string bass guitar successfully, while Karl Jenkins took over as
bandleader and composer. Their performances and record titled Alive and Well, ironically were among the last
for Soft Machine as a working band, their last performance until the reformation being the only Soft Machine
concert of  Summers, however, had in the meantime been fired at the insistence of Ayers, who himself also
departed amicably after the final tour date at the Hollywood Bowl in mid-September, and for the remainder of
, Soft Machine were no more. In February , Soft Machine embarked on a three month US tour opening for the
Jimi Hendrix Experience , recording their first album during their touring schedule in New York in four days
in April , with production handled by Tom Wilson and former Animals bassist and Hendrix producer Chas
Chandler. Regardless, it took actual effort in the age of the internet to find the book. The first album is very
much in the psychedelic vein. Retrieved February 18,  Sometimes, I just reach these crustaceous moments
when I start to feel like a barnacle attached to the underside of a boat, permanently moored in port. If "Third"
doesn't appeal, go ahead and try "Six" instead. What the various versions of The Soft Machine offer are three
visions of the first real cut-up novel. On the last official studio album Softs , Holdsworth was replaced by John
Etheridge. It featured pages arranged in 50 chapters of about 8 pages each. Please update this article to reflect
recent events or newly available information. Since the mid 90's there has been a persistence of live recordings
rediscovered in the archives, in particular issued by Cuneiform Records, Voiceprint and Moonjune Records. In
May this line-up acted as the uncredited backing band on two tracks of Syd Barrett 's solo debut album, The
Madcap Laughs. I doubt that there were many that he felt really measured up. The agent manages to infiltrate
the slaves and replace the magnetic tape with a totally different message: "burn the books, kill the priests",
which causes the downfall of their regime. Wet dream eyes hanging in lust of dead flesh patios. In this third
edition Burroughs expands chapters that were previously much shorter, using both new material and selections
from the first edition which he had omitted. They are even laid out differently. The third edition was printed
by John Calder in Great Britain,  I save his books for a time when I feel I am becoming stale or too
comfortable. Softmachine Proms Post- Robert Wyatt era â€”72 After differences over the group's musical
direction, Wyatt left or was fired from [14] the band in August and formed Matching Mole a pun on machine
molle, French for soft machine; also said at the time to have been taken from some stage lighting equipment
"Matching Mole". In Fall and Winter , they toured the world as part of their 50th anniversary celebration and
in support of the new album, and the US in January and February 


